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1st session dedicated to SVT-DCH + reduced boost implications

2nd session dedicated to Forward PID

3rd session on calorimeter and IFR

See talk on EMC plenary

See talk on IFR plenary



Evaluating the relative interest of extending 
the DCH at lower radius versus 
extending the SVT outer layer 

Matteo Rama
(Frascati)

Also tested 
DCH @13.72 SVT @11.72
DCH @12.52 SVT @10.52



σ(pt)/pt vs pt
Low momentum high momentum

The configuration with extended SVT @ 21.6 cm gives worst pt resolution

θ

 
vs pt

No significant differences for θ



Check on how the different configurations affect the B reconstruction
Example with two different channels 





Nicola Neri
(Pisa)

Further studies on the performances of 
different tracking configuration



d0
resolution

z0
resolution

For tracking parameter : factor 2 better due to the layer 0 (SuperB vs Babar) no significant 
differences among the different SuperB configurations.

For Pt similar results as the ones shown by Matteo





Looking if in particular cases we benefit of an extended SVT



Which translate into 

Overall the error 
is similar



Gabriele Simi
(Maryland)

Studies with Ks π0

 
(γ)



Δt
resolution

Fraction
Of “good events”





Some preliminary conclusions on this first part :

Comparison between the configuration with 
DCH at lower radius 

wrt
enlarging SVT radius:

Better momentum resolution
Better ΔE and Δm resolution
Better reconstruction efficiency
Similar resolution on the track parameters

In addition there is no evidence of improvements in enlarging the SVT raduis
also for TD measurement in special modes as B0 KS KS and KS π0 (γ)



Effect of the reduced boost on  S measurements Nicola Neri
(Pisa)

Reduction of sensitivity of 6%. 

βγ

 
0.280 0.238

Chih-hsiang Cheng
(CalTech)



Same conclusion as before.
From Babar SuperB we loose already 12% on S sensitivity
With reduced boost    lost on sensitivity from 12% 18% 

Conclusion of conclusions : 
for the analyzed channels the reduced boost correspond to a reduction of 

~15% on number of events.



Mainly two configurations have to be tested :
 FPID  :  with the coverage of DCH
 FPID  :  “TOF-like”

Leonid Burmistrov
LAL

Do we desperately need a Forward PID ?

Testing the importance of having a Forward PID with similar
performances as DIRC ( TOF..)





Important news : 
we have implemented  PID we have implemented  PID vsvs momentunmomentun and in different polar angle regionand in different polar angle region

(still truth based)(still truth based)



Example Β ργ vs Β Κ∗γ (cosidered in this case as the only background) 



Another example with very high multiplicity

Β D0 π π π, D0 Κ π π π

Gain in efficiency
~ 13%

Similar studies are going on from Evgeniy Kravchenko



Studies of  B K ν ν with semileptonic BRECO Alejandro Perez
(LAL)

+ Signal side B K νν

BRECO SIDE



A dedicated FPID allows a gain of ~10% on signal efficiency (BRECO+signal side)
Almost as much as we from the better acceptance due to the reduced boost



Performance of Backward EMC at SuperB
A. Rakitin, A. Chivukula

(CalTech)

Using hadronic Β τ ν  with hadronic BRECO analysis

Many possible background : 



Significant gain with Backward calorimeter



Stefano Germani
(Perugia)

Α study started (using full Simulation) on the impact on

γγ

Comparison between SuperB full simulation 
and standing alone one

First quick scan on theta angle to investigate 
-the FWD-BARREL transition region
-the position of the FWD vs BARREL

Results expected in July

EMC studies 



IFR Optimisation
Gianlugi Cibinetto

(Ferrara)

Needed to have a rough estimate of scintillators to be ordered
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